[October where p¡ are exact order of A and p¡ < 2m. We assume that {A}f=i is a Dirichlet set, i.e., (i) Pj^pic for j^k and (ii) if bt(x, t; £, t) is the part of order p¡ of B}, then we have bj(x, t; n)^=0 when n^O is normal to 8Q. at (x, t), and that the set Bu ..., Bm covers L, i.e., for every fixed real £^0 and (x, t) e 8Q. the polynomials b¡(x, t; $, t) in t(J= 1,..., m) are linearly independent modrj^i (T~ Tj(x, t; f)). In §2 we shall prove the existence of the Poisson kernels for the system {L, Bu ..., Bm, O, w} (see Theorem 2), using Theorem 1 which is nothing but a simple application of the works of Schechter [7] and [8] . For homogeneous L, B, with constant coefficients and for 0 = R\+1, the Poisson kernels have been already constructed explicitly by Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg in [1] . In the last section we consider the Cauchy problem Lu = 0 in t > 0, (1) / 8\k I g-J u = </>k(x) onto, k=l,...,2m, and characterize relations between the Cauchy data <f>0,..., </>2m_1 with which the problem (1) is locally solvable in the direction t>0, making use of the Poisson kernels and of the regularity theory stated in the Appendix, where we give a theorem concerning the analytic regularity at the boundary which is a slight improvement of the results of Morrey-Nirenberg [6] (cf. Matsuzawa [4] , [5] For a nonnegative integer s, we define
(3) <g, «>s = 2 fifr-^ö&iö)-#. s> *e coe(^). Moreover the regularity theory shows us we H' + im(0.) (see [7] ). It will then be clear that such a w is uniquely and linearly determined for every fe H'(0). Define M by Mf=L*w. Then we see easily with the aid of (2) and (9) that M is a linear mapping on H'(0) into H, + 2m(0) and satisfies (6) if /> («+1)/2. Next we must prove the continuity of M. Taking v = w in (9) we can deduce, from (8) without the term \\vl2, the inequality c-1\\w\\22m^(f,w)gc\\w\\22m.
Thus we have, with some constant c' > 0, \\Mf \\o Ú c'UWo, feW(0).
From this we obtain immediately that M is closed, i.e., if a sequence/ converges to /in H'(0) and Mf-does to u in Hl + 2m(0), then u = Mf By the closed graph theorem we can assert that M is a continuous mapping on H'(0) into Hl + 2m(0). Thus (7) Proof. From (7) and Sobolev's lemma we can derive that, if />(«+l)/2, H2m+'(0)<=C2m (0) This gives the proof of (ii). Q.E.D.
3. Cauchy problem. Let L, O and to be the same as those in §1 and let us take (S/Sn)''1 0=1,..., 2«î) as boundary operators Bj in §1, where 8/8n is the inner normal derivative to 80. It is clear that the set {(8/8ri)' ~ l}*ïi is a Dirichlet set. A sequence of integers v = (v1,.. .,vm)is said to be admissible if0^v1<--<vm^2m-l and if the set (3/3«)%..., (8/d«)v»> covers all properly elliptic operators (cf. the notion "completely elliptic" in Hörmander [3] ). If v is admissible, we can see from §2 that the Poisson kernels of the form (10):
Kf(x,t;y) = ^r^2W^(x,t;y) (we can solve this by the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem) ; then we can conclude from (13) that " = v+ 2 f W%(x, t; y)A<»+«>'2¿v/y) dy is a solution of (1). The proof is thus complete. Appendix. Let L(x, t; Dx, A) be a properly elliptic partial differential operator of order 2«î with analytic coefficients defined in a neighborhood of a hemisphere Zp:x2+--+xl + t2<p2, t>0, and Bx(x; Dx, Dt),..., Bm(x; Dx, Dt) be linear partial differential operators of order /*, < 2m with analytic coefficients defined in the planary boundary of 1¡", o0:x2-\-\-xl<p2 such that the following are fulfilled:
(ii) if b¡(x, Dx, A) is the part of order p.f of B" then we have b¡(x; 0, 1)^0 for all x e oR, (iii) the set Blt..., Bm covers L. Before stating our theorem we have to introduce some notations and to prepare a few lemmas according to Morrey-Nirenberg [6] . For weC°°(EB) (R<p) and <l> e Cô(Rn) we define two norms, respectively, fory'=0, 1,..., l«;2*li = (J]" \uU)\2dxdt)jm, If fis analytic in a neighborhood of1¡0, then u is analytic on X" u ap.
Proof. To prove this theorem we have only to assert the analyticity of the u in some neighborhood of the origin. It is, first of all, clear that u is in C°Ç£>P u a0) (see Theorem 15.3 in [1] ). As a consequence, if we can establish the following inequalities (5') NR<p(u) g MX", R g üj g 1, p = -2m, -2m+l,..., = ^3 2 s-k 2 p+2B;"ri*!yt2'-l-'-";5;«i,.
fc=0 t=o \ ' /
